
Implementation and Development Global Call 20130220
This call will be held at 4:00 pm Eastern Standard Time (5 hours behind Coordinated Universal Time) – convert to your time at http://www.
thetimezoneconverter.com

Due to challenges with voice over IP on large calls, please  when you are not speaking and speak clearly and close to your mute your audio connection
microphone when you do – thank you in advance for your consideration.

Agenda

Report on the Research Profiles Conference 2013 in Melbourne

See the agenda and schedule of presentations
The presentation by Jack Rejtman on  stimulated discussion on now to publish a channel of information on research for public The Conversation
consumption, and also pointed out opportunities for pushing content into VIVO as well as pulling from it.
There were also presentations from  --a site for keeping research datasets online – andFigshare  on   Altmetrics  -- ratings of researchers by 
analyzing alternative sources like the number of tweets about a project
A speaker from the  , an association of the top research universities in Australia, and the , an application of Group of Eight Astra Project STAR 

 in Australia.METRICS
One thought to emerge from discussions: "Serendipity should be an explicit research strategy."

Impressions of the Australian research environment

Jim Blake from Cornell and Alex Viggio from the University of Colorado-Boulder attended the conference and shared their impressions.
It's amazing what people are doing with VIVO in Australia, based on demonstrations from Griffith, Melbourne, and the University of Western 
Australia – each has extended VIVO in different and interesting ways
It's very evident that reporting requirements in Australia mean that universities typically have more data already gathered and well-organized for 
reporting.  A VIVO implementation does not have to involve as much heavy lifting in creating or correcting data as is often the case in the U.S.
We need to make the process of submitting and accepting contributions to the core code easier, and also to contribute documentation such as 
manuals, videos, marketing examples, or technology explanations
There's some concern about how moving customizations made in VIVO v1.4.1 to VIVO v1.5.1

Top questions asked at the conference for VIVO leaders and community

(Mark Fallu, Griffith) – quite a number of the customizations that Australian universities have done involve tools and utilities developed around 
VIVO – yes, these are welcome additionsl to the community, also

Griffith is working with VIVO v1.5.1 to adapt customizations and Mark reports that many VIVO changes would support these 
customizations more easily, so the customizations can be a thinner layer
They are particularly fans of generating pages with SPARQL queries and have built a lot of little APIs that are just JSON result wrappers 
to SPARQL queries

Quick status updates featuring Asia Pacific, European, and Central American sites

Netherlands

Nick Veenstra from  reported on the January VIVO workshop in AmsterdamTechnische Universiteit Eindhoven
The Dutch consortium of the national library and the 13 major university libraries has okayed a project to study the VIVO software together as a 
successor to the  that supports the  search.  Already 6 out of the 13 are interested and two are starting VIVO Metis information database NARCIS
implementations soon.
They are looking at what system of identifiers to use, and are considering ; there is also a system of identifiers in the Netherlands known ORCIDs
as Digital Author Identifiers

Costa Rica

Federico Sancho from  , an international Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture organization specializing in agriculture and serving 
government and public institutions throughout Central and South America, is pursuing an endeavor to improve science through linking agriculture 
professionals, including connectors to the US Department of Agriculture and their VIVO system.
Internationalization of VIVO is very important to this effort, and they are working with the Collegio de Postgraduados in Mexico to facilitate a 
Spanish language translation of the VIVO interface that could take advantage of  , planned for VIVO v1.6Multiple Language Support in VIVO
IICA is also investigating hosting VIVO in the cloud.

Upcoming VIVO events

2013 VIVO Implementation Fest April 25 & 26 in Boulder, Colorado, on the University of Colorado campus
2013 VIVO Conference August 14-16 in St. Louis, Missouri
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Topic: VIVO Global Call 
Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 
Time: 4:00 pm, Eastern Standard Time (New York, GMT-05:00) 
Meeting Number: 646 163 797 
Meeting Password: (This meeting does not require a password.) 

------------------------------------------------------- 
To start or join the online meeting 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to https://cornell.webex.com/cornell/j.php?ED=172097042&UID=492782112&RT=MiMxMQ%3D%3D 

------------------------------------------------------- 
Audio conference information 
------------------------------------------------------- 
To receive a call back, provide your phone number when you join the meeting, or call the number below and enter the access code. 
Call-in toll-free number (US/Canada): 1-855-244-8681 
Call-in toll number (US/Canada): 1-650-479-3207 
Global call-in numbers: https://cornell.webex.com/cornell/globalcallin.php?serviceType=MC&ED=172097042&tollFree=1 
Toll-free dialing restrictions: http://www.webex.com/pdf/tollfree_restrictions.pdf 

Access  163 797 code:646

------------------------------------------------------- 
For assistance 
------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Go to https://cornell.webex.com/cornell/mc 
2. On the left navigation bar, click "Support". 
To add this meeting to your calendar program (for example Microsoft Outlook), click this link: 
https://cornell.webex.com/cornell/j.php?
ED=172097042&UID=492782112&ICS=MS&LD=1&RD=2&ST=1&SHA2=AAAAArjU8YEtdzPSqCHGxahLWe88QaJaRTg0gf-VMMrlxBZs 

To check whether you have the appropriate players installed for UCF (Universal Communications Format) rich media files, go to https://cornell.webex.com
/cornell/systemdiagnosis.php.

http://www.webex.com 

CCM:+16504793207x646163797# 
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